SWOOP PANTS
DESCRIPTION

Stretch

Cordura
reinforcements on knees and
bottom (option)

P added

knees and bottom
(includes
Cordura
Reinforcements, option)

Adjustable waist integrated
belt with a reliable, sturdy lock
buckle
Pouch for pilotchute and slider
(option)

PARASPORT FABRICS
Exclusive, hi-tech fabrics made of Teflon coated Cordura thread,
assuring rugged durability and lightweight strength together
with a high abrasion resistance. Teflon Fabric Protector coating
creates a fabric that repels water and oil based spills, but is still
breathable, durable, safe and gentle. Fabrics also look new
longer, and require easy care.
Teflon and Cordura are DuPont Trademarks.
AeroSpeed PA 6.6 fabric with a specific texture (similar to a
golf ball) used to produce an even high-speed airflow deflection
for improved stability. The internal Teflon finishing is designed
to be windproof, but highly breathable
WindMax Cordura/Teflon fabric, with same strength and durability
features of Cordura fabrics, but lighter and more comfortable
Dynamo 4-Way stretch fabric, peeling free, with the correct
percentage of elastic thread to be just enough stretch to give
a comfortable fit, not interfering with jumpsuit performance
Cordura Rugged strength, heavy-duty fabric. Used where higher
protection or stiffer fabric is required
Performance Lining A 100% PA soft mesh, as a layer between
body and WindMax or AeroSpeed for a unique comfort

PRODUCT’S FEATURES
Custom size: a minimum set of measurements
is necessary to manufacture a made-tomeasure jumpsuit for a perfect fit. Standard
sizes also available
CAD/CAM system: able to automatically create
a custom fit pattern starting from a user set
of measurements
Laser cutting table to guarantee the always
precise, no frays fabric cut

4-Way Stretch: Dynamo fabric inserts give
maximum freedom of movement

2-Way Stretch: Windflex fabric gives better
fit without loosing fabric toughness

Ergonomic Design allows comfortable fit

WindFlex 2-Way stretch Cordura/Teflon fabric, combines strength
with unsurpassed fit and comfort
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